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The rock cycle that normally takes millions of years to complete can be demonstrated in the space of 
minutes, using chocolate!
By heating, cooling, compressing and breaking down chocolate into small pieces, you can explore the 
different rock types and how they are formed. 

Tip: As this project requires heat, it is best completed as a whole-class demonstration, or in small groups 
with an adult supervisor.
After each step, set some of the chocolate aside and use the rest of it for the next stage. This way, you 
will have all three types of rock available to compare at the end.

You will need:

 • Blocks of different chocolate (white, milk, dark)
 • Kitchen foil
 • Small containers, e.g. disposable cups or cupcake cases
 • Hot water in a saucepan over heat 
 • Two clean glass bowls
 • A knife

Instructions:

1. Melt one of the blocks of chocolate in the glass bowl until it is liquid. Divide the liquid chocolate into
           cups or cupcake cases and leave to cool. You have now made igneous rock.

2. Scrape some of the igneous chocolate rock with a knife to make chocolate shavings. Put them on a
           piece of kitchen foil together with shavings from two or three different blocks of chocolate. Fold the
           foil in half and scrunch the sides so the scrapings are trapped inside. Now press down hard on the
           chocolate. Open the foil. This is your sedimentary rock.

3. Place a small amount of the igneous chocolate in a pouch of kitchen foil. Add some different
           chocolate shavings and also some of the pressed sedimentary chocolate. Press the chocolate
           inside the foil. Now place the foil pouch in a clean bowl on top of a simmering saucepan or other 
           heat source for a few seconds. Then open the pouch. Leave to cool. The chocolate is now similar 
           to metamorphic rock – igneous and sedimentary rock that have experienced heat and pressure. 

4. You could now demonstrate the whole of the rock cycle, by melting down the metamorphic
           chocolate to make igneous rock again!


